
Winter 2021
Hours:
M-W: 10-6
Th-Sat. 9:30-7
Sun 11-4
www.thegarlicpress.com

   108 North St.
   Normal, IL
   (309) 452-8841
   Popcorn: 309-452-0987

Holiday Open House Nov. 6th
Black Friday “Civilized” Sale Nov. 26th

Small Business Saturday Nov, 27th
Cookbook Swap  Jan. 8th

Puzzle Swap  Feb. 5th

Black Friday
After a grateful day of giving thanks, feasting, dishwashing and maybe napping… get to the Garlic Press for our “Civilized” Progressive Sale
that doesn’t start til the late hour of 10am on Friday. The 1st 30 customers get 25% OFF STORE-WIDE and the 2nd 30 customers get 20%
OFF STORE-WIDE!! Line starts at the front door only to get your discount COUPON, good to use same day, once through the register (some
exceptions).

HIGH STYLE FLOORS
Designed with a French influence, but made in the
USA, add character to any room with these new
durable vinyl floor mats. From 3’circles, large
rectangular area rugs to runners for a narrow
kitchen, laundry room or a cozy hallway, create an

illusion of intricate ceramic tiles, marble and more with these low
profile mats to use anywhere in the house. Easy to wipe clean and
even easier to refresh the look of your room. Large selection to
choose from at the store.

Skip the candles and go straight for the
ultimate in ambience. These Anywhere
Fireplaces bring all the elegance with their
distinctive shapes, beautiful finishes, and

real flames. Clean burning and ventless, they can be placed on any
flat surface, indoors or out. Smokeless, odorless, toxin free and they
leave no soot or ash, making maintenance a breeze.

WELCOME HOME

So many serving & decor pieces, both elegant and whimsical, are arriving ahead of the big holiday! Our back stock
room is bursting to get on the sales floor! Make a date to stop in to see the 2021 Le Creuset Christmas, rustic
mango wood bowls and pedestal cake stands adorned with poinsettia & conifer designs. Of course we will be
hanging up the Hammond’s Candy Canes and Ribbon Candy, chocolate snowmen, hot chocolate and Advent
Calendars too! MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOV. 6th and stroll the streets of Uptown for all sorts of seasonal cheer!

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE

LIVE COOKING CLASSES
What a year it has been of twists & turns! One person in particular has helped us through it all…. a great
big THANK YOU to Sandi Knapp for donating her time to teach classes on Facebook Live! It started when
our doors were shut and hasn’t stopped with her seemingly endless repertoire of delicious recipes and
tips. Join us live on (most) Wednesdays from 11-12 and make sure we have your email to send you the
notices. We still wait for the day we can safely have in-person classes, and when that time comes we will
appreciate them all the more. There will be no in-person cooking classes ‘til 2022.

How I miss all of you…but I know you are
in good hands. I am proud to turn over my

spot to my wonderful, capable, hard
working daughter, Sarah who literally grew up with
the Garlic Press. She is joined by Pam Locsin, who has
been the visual creative force at the GP for many
years and magically orchestrates all the moving parts
while keeping everyone laughing. With this team at
work you should look for new ideas and surprises
ahead. I will look for them, too. Thank you for being a
part of my life for the last forty plus years! -Dotti

SANTA’S ELVES SHIP GARLIC PRESS POPCORN!



You’ll be “blown” away with the beauty of these handmade vases from artists Danielle Gartner & Steven Blade. The
hand-blown ikebana glass vases are both beautiful and functional, allowing for the greatest creativity. A brass pin
flower “frog” is set inside each base to firmly hold floral stems. The glass-work is just stunning, whether you have a
floral arrangement in it or leave it to stand on its own. Various color ranges available in 5" or 7" diameter, $150 and up.

GLASS BOUQUET

Combine sustainability and our love of
books and you have Attic Journals, one of
our fave companies. Their passion for saving

books (aided by a degree in English Literature)
developed over many years and helped to create a
partnership with libraries and book recycling centers,
whose discarded books face the landfill. Every
journal’s jacket is a rescued book cover that retains its
original character and charm, while being transformed.
You won’t find the same items twice, so act fast and

grab them now. Notebooks, Alphabet Letter Garlands and Coasters.

A SECOND LIFE
We know we have so many attractive pieces in our
store that at times it’s hard to focus. Take a moment
to find and explore the Wings on Wood Birch

Collection by artist Matt Adria. These décor
objects feature reproductions of the artist’s lush
original bird paintings, created by painting
directly onto sustainable birch wood. Made in
Oregon, signed by the artist on the back with a
rear keyhole for easy hanging.  

BIRD WATCHING

Getting together with lost family and
friends has more meaning over these
past months. Whether it’s an indoor
intimate dinner or a backyard
gathering, our luxury

serving pieces from La Cadeaux are inspired by the
French and Italian countryside. Made of high-
quality melamine that’s easy to care for, but beautifully
designed for any occasion. Each piece has the
appearance and feel of real ceramic, but without the
cumbersome weight. Makes a great hostess gift, shatter
resistant and dishwasher safe, BPA free.

PASS THE PLATTER

Charcuterie boards are on a new level of
stunning. Highest quality Canadian
maple boards, dipped in an eco-friendly epoxy to
create a one-of-a-kind piece of serveware. Enjoy it as you serve your
favorite snacks for a girls-night-in, a date with your spouse, or give as a
unique wedding gift. Colors range in deep indigos, whites and metallics,
luxurious blacks and golds, or the warmth of raspberry swirling gold.

Take a Dip

When the weather outside is frightful keep your
hot toddys toasty or your cocktails chilled.
Inspired by everyone’s favorite cozy knitwear,
this new pattern evokes the nostalgia and comfort
of the holidays in three silhouettes, 12oz Stemless
Cup, 16oz Mug and 25oz Canteen. Arriving soon
(we hope!)

SNOWSTORM SIPS

You know we have beautiful serving boards, an array
of dipping bowls, tiny spoons, spreaders and
forks, crackers, mustards and cookbooks with

aspiring photos to emulate. Did you
know we have award winning French fruit

pastes (Shipped directly to the store from France!)? Original
flavor combinations to stack and tumble over your cheese like
Tomato Fennel Basil and Strawberry Sichuan Pepper Leaf…
very original to surprise your guests.

CHARCUTERIE COMPANIONS

Do you love coffee,
but coffee doesn’t
love you back? Meet
coffee’s

Hot Brew

Just like our popular Cookbook Swap, but with
puzzles! Bring in a puzzle or two or three and swap

‘em out for the same number of
puzzles. We’ll have active
“puzzling” happening on the cooking class counter,
hot tea and cocoa to enjoy and a 20% off Coupon to
use that day in the store or popcorn shop! Mark your
calendar for February 5th, 12-4pm.

PUZZLE TIME SWAP

Beautifully Charged
Elegantly combine the natural beauty of agate crystals or marble
with wireless technology and you have our new phone Charging
Pads! When you need a charge, simply place any wirelessly-
compatible device on the pad. All agate crystals are
trimmed with gold, which allows them to double as
a chic piece of décor when not in use. Marble
chargers are edged with a sleek trim of
stainless steel for a handsome finish. $59.99

mellow mate, Fig Brew, an alternative to coffee that is
made from 100% premium roasted figs that tastes similar
to coffee. Brew just like you would your coffee or add
to your coffee in any ratio to reduce the caffeine. Makes
a smooth beverage with antioxidants and minerals for a
healthy organic natural choice.



It all started in the early 1970’s, with Carl Sontheimer, an American inventor and MIT grad, best known for his
creation of the Cuisinart Food Processor. Dotti sold them in the mid 70’s after their big reveal at the Chicago
Housewares Show (Dotti got his signature on the vintage GP business card!) and we can’t imagine a well-equipped
kitchen without one! Arriving very soon, we will be stocking 3 models including the Custom 14-Cup brushed metal
with a 720 watt motor at $249.95, the Elemental 13-Cup Processor with a dicing disc(!) $199.95 and the Elemental 11-
Cup Processor with an extra wide-mouth feed tube. Shop local and in stock!

CUISINART LOVE

The iconic Dutch oven (since 1925) is
indispensable in the kitchens of home
cooks and professionals alike. Crafted in

France from enameled cast iron, ideal for everything from slow-
cooking and braising to roasting, baking, frying and more. The
really specially-priced item of the season is the 8qt Oval
Dutch Oven, reg. $440 SALE price $300!
(7.25qt is $400) The oval shape accommodates whole chickens,
long-shaped tenderloins and turkeys with ease. Compatible with
all cooktops and oven-safe up to 500°F, lifetime warranty, metal
utensil safe.

COOKBOOK SWAP
One of our favorite events of the year… is back again!
Like chatting with a good neighbor, come have a cup of
coffee and swap a few cookbooks. Bring in cookbooks
from your personal collection (five books max) to trade
(free event), we’ll give you a 20% off coupon towards any
purchase that day (some exclusions apply). Unclaimed

books will be donated.  Mark your calendar for January 8th, 12-4pm.

Handmade chocolates have arrived and are lined
up in organized little rows of dark chocolate
splendor in our glass case. Alongside our
everyday favorites, welcome the new Brown
Butter Pear Caramel, Cranberry Rosemary
Shortbread Praline, Hard Apple Cider Caramel,
Maple Pecan Praline and London Fog—infused
with honey, lavender and Earl Gray tea.
Memorable chocolate truffles!

Box of Chocolates
Throughout Julia Turshen’s life, cooking
has been more than putting dinner on the
table—it’s about love, community and
connection. In her latest book, Simply
Julia, you will find 110 foolproof recipes for
more nutritious takes on the simple,
comforting meals Julia cooks most often.
Practical chapters include weeknight go-
tos, make-ahead mains, vegan one-pot
meals, chicken recipes, easy baked goods,
and more using accessible ingredients.
Think dishes like Stewed Chicken with Sour
Cream + Chive Dumplings, Hasselback Carrots with Smoked Paprika, and
Lemon Ricotta Cupcakes—the kind of flavorful yet unfussy food
everyone wants to make at home.
Also included are Julia’s signature “Seven Lists” (Seven Things I
Learned From Being a Private Chef that Make Home Cooking Easier;
Seven Ways to Use Leftover Buttermilk; Seven Ways to Use Leftover
Egg Whites) and helpful adaptations for dietary needs, along with
gorgeous food photography. 

COOKBOOK SHELF

Designed in France by our beloved Le
Creuset, this Wine Tool Set
helps you open, uncork, preserve and seal
wine quickly and easily. The set includes a

compact-lever corkscrew, wine pump, foil cutter and two vacuum
wine stoppers. It all comes in a handsome box, ready for gift-
giving. A special price we hope to keep in stock at $85 (reg. $132).

Wine Appreciation

We did the test and it astounded us!
This little Avocado Pod really kept our cut
avocado from turning brown for over a
week! No more throwing away half eaten

avocados. It saves you money. You can
find it in your fridge where it protects the

fruit from getting smooshed under the pie.
Perfect practical stocking stuffer!

AVO TOAST From Stonewall Kitchens, an all-in-one Turkey
Brining Kit so you know it will come out right!
Kit includes the Spice Brine Blend, a heavy
duty brining bag (for turkeys up to 24 lbs), and
1.25 oz of the Gourmet Gobbler Smoky
Peppercorn & Herb Rub. The gadget wall is
well stocked with every kind of thermometer,
cooking twine, basters, lifters, hot pads, Chic

Wrap foil, roasting pans and Wusthof carving knives, too!

TURKEY DONE RIGHT

Depending on when you last visited the store, it may still be new to you that we have a large selection of high
quality Olive Oils & Vinegars from Olivelle. It’s a family-run, mother-and-daughter business out of

Bozeman, MT. For the season, the latest addition is a Mushroom & Sage Olive Oil that we can’t wait for you to toss with your
roasted Brussels sprouts or finish Parmesan risotto with swirls of this umami loaded ingredient. Some of our customer favorites have
been the Barrel Aged Fig Balsamic (no sugar or caramel coloring), Tuscan Herb Olive Oil with a touch of rosemary, refreshing
Cucumber White Balsamic and the addictive Pineapple Habanero aged White Balsamic for tossing on mixed fruit or making a
cocktail!



Our newest game to keep the blues away. Manic Minute is a fast- paced talking game where
players must attempt to speak non-stop for one minute without hesitation, deviation or repetition
on a given topic in order to win some moves and maybe the game! Sounds so simple but when
you’re doing the talking and everyone else is waiting for you to “trip up” so they can hit that

bell, steal a move, and take over the round…..it’s anything but easy! So take a deep breath, grab some family and friends
and get ready to play the game where a minute can feel like a lifetime.  

Game Together

A new book on it’s way to our children’s shelves, Cookie Maker of Maven Road by Sue Lawson, illustrated by Liz
Anelli, due out Nov. 9th. Just the title alone caught our attention, because we always need more good cookie makers!
Well…. on Mavin Road, there’s no time for hellos or chats, until a lonely and mysterious cookie maker’s gifts bring
everyone together. Benedict Stanley lives alone with his cat on a road where families hustle, joggers puff, workers scurry
to the train, and no one has time for anyone else. So Benedict begins making cookies… A beautiful, heartwarming book

that celebrates community and human connection and features a cookie recipe at the end. Who knows, maybe you will be the next secret
cookie maker on your block!

STORY TIME

Matchup is an interactive snack tray that doubles as a game. Kids
will be entertained and inspired to eat as they pop open mystery
doors two at a time to find a snack match. It’s just like a traditional
memory game, but with a tasty reward. This
travel-friendly tray measures 10" x 9" and
contains 18 snack compartments. Perfect for
tiny hands and growing appetites.
Constructed from BPA-free, food safe plastic
that is dishwasher safe for easy clean-up.

PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD Your little one deserves a fancy place to keep their jewelry
and special belongings. These Musical Ballerina
Jewelry Boxes are the perfect place for your (grand)
child to display rings, necklaces, earrings, and
bracelets… remember the one you may have had!
Several styles to choose from in single or layered
drawers, but all contain the magical small ballerina
that twirls to music once the box is opened.  

WIND ME UP

Highly graphic wooden nesting animals
are made from sustainable eco-friendly
bamboo and look like Scandinavian folk
art décor. Our little Bird, Hedgehog and
Bear double as stackable sturdy toys

for any little hands (fine motor skills) with lots of opportunities
for creative play for baby and you! Comes in its own printed
cotton bag for easy storage and gifting perfection, recommended
for ages 18 months and up.

BACK TO BASICS  Just one squeeze of these luxurious baby
blankets was all it took for us to place our first
order with Goose Waddle. Designed in the
softest of fabrics, it gets softer and softer with
each use. The texture and dense cotton weave
provides the perfect amount of breathable
warmth for your baby, it will soon be the new
favorite blankie. 

SOFT AS BABIES

Designer Namrata Joshipura’s  beaded
headbands made an instant impression on us at
a recent buying show. The artist, native to India,
lives in her adopted second home of NYC. With
a significant following among Bollywood
starlets, she is gaining a worldwide reputation
for these stunning creations adorned with

beads, baubles and sequins with richly colored fabric in a
rainbow of colors. $46

Hair Candy Treat your feet to a pair of THE coziest Pudus
slipper socks! Featuring extra-fluffy Sherpa lining
and non-slip grippers, they are a must-have
pampering essential. Wrap your feet in comfort on
a cold winter’s day or while baking cookies in the
kitchen! Or share a pair of the Sherpa lined

mittens, hats or warming headbands with the ones you love this holiday.

Walk on Clouds

We had lots of requests to find good looking reading glasses, for everyone.
Well, we found them. Not flashy, but certainly fun and for every face, him, her,
they and them. Stop by the store and meet IZIPIZI eyewear from Paris. $40

4 EYES FASHION

When you just have to hold your hair out of your eyes
or off your neck we have something special,  Japanese Kimono Hair Clips in all sizes. Incredibly strong!  Made by
women working in their own homes, allowing them to care for their children and make a fair wage. Fabric is still made
using traditional silk screen methods and then cut to fit over the wide varities of shapes and sizes. A sweet, unexpected
gift for someone on your list this year.

BEAUTIFUL NECESSITY


